The heights of occurrence and the velocities of meteors in the atmosphere are of considerable interest to workers both in pure research and in technical problems of the upper atmosphere. From such studies we not only learn facts relating to astronomy and the physics of the upper atmosphere, but we also establish values of some of the environmental parameters above the stratosphere. Numerous data have been collected at Harvard College Observatory from photographic programs using conventional cameras and the Baker Super-Schmidt cameras, and the data have been analyzed by Whipple (1943 Whipple ( , 1954 , Whipple and Jacchia (1957a) , and others. Previous work emphasized the measurement of the deceleration of the meteoroid, both to obtain accurate orbits and to estimate the density of the upper atmosphere. Since this emphasis might possibly have biased the sample of reduced meteors in favor of the longer, brighter trails, we decided to anatyze a random sample of about 300 trails by an accurate reduction method.
Before presenting the results of the analysis, it is convenient to summarize contemporary meteor theory to provide a background for interpreting the meteor statistics.
Basic theory of the meteoric processes Basic meteor theory as it exists today results from the work of a number of people, including particularly Marris, Sparrow, Hoppe, Opik, and Whipple (see Whipple, 1943) .
Let us suppose that a meteoroid of mass m, irregular dimensions, and internal density p TO , enters the upper atmosphere with velocity v. Because of the high velocity, the kinetic energy of the incoming body exceeds the internal energies necessary to pulverize, melt, or vaporize the material.
Air particles are trapped momentarily on or near the surface of the meteoroid, imparting to it the energy of collision and decreasing its forward momentum. The air particles are given a forward velocity while the meteoroid suffers a deceleration, dv/di, so that by the principle of conservation of momentum we may write at (1) where p is the density of the atmosphere, r is the drag coefficient and S is the effective crosssectional area of the meteoroid. It is convenient to eliminate one variable from this equation by expressing the cross section as a function of the mass m. If, for example, the meteoroid were a sphere of density p m , the cross sectional area S could be written, /9ir\« (2) In general, the meteoroid will be an irregularly shaped object, and we must replace the (9x/16)^ by a general dimensionless shape factor A which for bodies of simple shape, such as cones, ellipsoids, and short cylinders, is of the order of unity. With this transformation we can establish the first fundamental equation in the meteor theory, the drag equation : the colliding particles to the energy required for ablation (vaporization, melting, or fragmentation) of the meteoroid, since the kinetic energy lost by deceleration of the meteoroid is negligible. Thus where f is the energy required to ablate one gram of the meteoroid and A is the efficiency of the energy exchange. The second fundamental equation, the mass equation, is obtained by dividing equation (4) The material ablated from the surface of the meteoroid collides with the particles of the atmosphere with the forward velocity v, and hence each meteor atom has a kinetic energy of from 100 to 1000 electron volts. This energy is sufficient to ionize and excite the air particles with consequent emission of light. If the fraction of the kinetic energy converted into light is r, then the luminous intensity / may be expressed as 'dm\ .
Similarly, if 0 is the probability that an evaporated meteor atom will produce an ion pair, then the number q, of ion pairs per cm of track, is given by the expression,
where y. is the mean mass of an evaporated atom. Thus we have four basic equations in the meteor theory, equations (3), (5), (6), and (7), with mass, velocity, and time as three variables. There are six unknown quantities, r, A, p m , f, T, and p, which are approximately constant. Two of the variables, v and t, can be evaluated observationally, but m at present is unknown. From the four equations we can evaluate three additional quantities, and this represents the crucial problem facing meteor theory at present. We choose to evaluate the following groups of constants: TJpJ{TAY, A/2IY, T/0. TO evaluate T/p w *(rA) 8 , we use the fact that the mass at time t is given by integrating equation (6) from t to t e (the end of the meteor); and on substituting this value of m in the drag equation, we find that (8) In practice, v is found to be approximately constant and may be brought outside the integral sign. The intensity / is found from the estimated visual magnitude A/, from the expression given by Opik (1937):
Af,=24.6-2.5 log l0
The quantity <r=A/2rf is found in a similar way by inserting m and dmfdt in the mass equation:
To express r//3 in terms of measured quantities, we eliminate the mass between equations (6) and (7) obtaining the relation, I=qt?nTJ2(i. Substitution for / in equation (9) yields the radar-magnitude relationship A/.=80.35-2.5 (3 (eg.s. units) (11) from which T//3 can bo found.
For computational work and for theoretical reasons it is useful to develop subsidiary equations from the basic theory. For example, we may eliminate dmfdt between equations (6) and (4), to obtain the intensity equation, which expresses the intensity of light as a function of air density and meteor velocity:
By logarithmic differentiation we may then determine the air density, p maz , at which the meteoroid attains its maximum luminosity:
It will be noticed that the differential dp/pdt has been evaluated by assuming an isothermal atmosphere with a scale height H, and that the meteor enters the atmosphere at an angle Z R to the vertical with negligible deceleration. Since Ai?l\bY£S>\, equation (13) We may express the mass of the meteor in terms of its height h in the atmosphere and its mass w n outside the atmosphere by integrating equation (4):
Evaluating the integral by assuming an isothermal atmosphere, and substituting for p max from equation (14), we may deduce the simple relationship
The intensity of a meteor is given a simple formulation if an isothermal atmosphere is again assumed and p max is substituted in the intensity equation. By neglecting deceleration it can be shown that Thus within the limits of the approximation, the normalized light curves of all the meteors are identical when plotted as a function of height, and are independent of velocity, angle of approach, and any physical characteristics of the meteoroid. The integrations involved in equations (12) to (17), of course, are not valid if the meteoroid explodes or produces flares of light along its path, which are frequent occurrences in the brighter photographic meteors, or where the atmospheric scale height varies with height.
It must be emphasized that the theory just outlined has been developed on the assumption of a single meteor body. Recent research has indicated that meteors are composed of collections of fine fragments (Jacchia, 1955) , and the theory may require revision to account for the behavior of such conglomerates. In the extreme case of fragmentation, however, it can probably be stated that the above theory applies to each individual fragment, and can be extended to cover the case of a fragmenting meteor if account can be taken of all the individual particles.
Selection and method of reduction
The meteors were selected from the Baker Super-Schmidt photographs taken from stations at Dona Ana and Soledad, New Mexico, from February 1952 to July 1954. These photographs form a homogeneous and fairly continuous record of the night sky, the major interruptions being caused by periods of moonlight. The principle of the classical decimation process was used to ensure the selection of a random sample, every tenth meteor being chosen for analysis. It was found that some 13 percent of the selected meteors had previously been reduced by Jacchia (unpublished), by the method of Whipple and Jacchia (1957b); these results, marked by an asterisk, have been incorporated in tables 1 and 2. Occasionally the "tenth" meteor selected by our system could not be used, because one of the trails had less than five measurable dashes, or because both images of the meteor cut the edge of the film. In such cases, amounting to less than 10 percent of the total sample, another meteor, immediately preceding (or immediately following) the original choice, was used as a substitute. A group of 13 meteors photographed between December 11 and December 13, 1952, was omitted from the analysis as they were thought to be members of the Geminid stream which is adequately represented in the sample. Careful inspection later showed that 10 of these meteors were actually Geminids. The omission of the three nonGeminids, of course, will bias the sample to some small extent.
The original sample comprised 292 meteors. During the analysis, one of these was rejected when we found that the two photographic images were not of the same meteor. Subsequently, we reduced an additional 69 meteors, selected from the same films that recorded those first chosen. This process, of course, interferes with the original method of selection, but does not appreciably alter the essential ramdomness of the method. The total sample, therefore, contained 361 meteors.
The "short trail" method of reduction was used as described by Hawkins (1957) .
The data
The fundamental data for each meteor are summarized in ). No probable errors are given for the meteors previously analyzed by Jaccbia, because these were long trails, of superior quality, for which the error in V n was less than 0.1 km/sec. Maximum absolute photographic magnitude, M vm : ±0.3. To obtain the absolute visual magnitude, an index varying between 1.8 for bright meteors and 1.0 for faint ones must be added to the photographic magnitude (Jacchia, unpublished). AM, the rise of the meteor magnitude above plate limit: ±0.2.
Discussion
Velocity distribution. Figure 1 is semimajor axis between 2 and <». Meteors of this second group, which also have radiants near the ecliptic, are almost linear oscillators and the probability is high of their colliding with the sun or the outer corona. Shower meteors have been indicated separately in the diagram; they clearly tend to be concentrated in two ranges, between 25 and 45 km/sec and between 55 and 70 km/sec. These effects are caused in part by the Geminid stream with a mean velocity of 36.2 km/sec, and by the Orionid stream with a velocity of 67.7 km/sec. There is a noticeable dearth of showers with a velocity less than 25 km/sec. The velocity distribution determined photographically here differs to a small extent from the distribution that may be deduced from the published results of brighter meteors (Wliipple, 1954) . The present analysis has been carried out to a fainter limiting magnitude, namely +4.5 visual, and there has been no attempt to select brighter meteors or those of longer duration. The distribution shown here is therefore more representative of photographic meteors than previous results. and when we substitute for P max in equation (18),
The mean height of beginning, maximum light, and end have been evaluated for various velocities and are shown in figure 2. and log e Po= -5.128. The constant K t cannot easily be evaluated in terms of the variables in equation (19), and so K\ was adjusted numerically until the theoretical curve gave the best fit with the observations. The theoretical curve shown in figure 2 is obtained by adopting logtKi = -12.55. There is obviously good general agreement between the theory and the observational data, although towards the high velocities, V\»>60 km/sec, the observed heights are somewhat greater than we would expect. This may indicate a difference in composition of the group of sporadic meteors having these velocities.
In figure 3 , the height of maximum light of shower meteors has been compared with the height for sporadic meteors. It can be seen that the showers differ noticeably: the Quadrantids and Perseids appear about 5 km higher, and the Geminids, southern t Aquarids and southern 8 Aquarids some 3 km lower, than the corresponding sporadic meteors. These differences in heights have been attributed by Jacchia (1956a Jacchia ( , 1956b to differences in composition of the meteoroids.
Relation between intensity and cos Z AB ' If
we substitute Pmax from equation (14) and m max from equation (16) Substitution for / from equation (9) yields the expression M+2.5 log 10 ro a y=.K 2 -2.5 log, 0 cos Z AR , (23) where #,=22.9-2.5 log 10 (%£)>
and where T, in equation (24), has the value assumed in computing m m . Thus we may check the dependence of the intensity of maximum light on the zenith angle of the radiant by plotting the quantity M+2.5 logm TO,, r 3 against logio (cos Z AR ). In figure 4 these values have been plotted for all meteors. For comparison a straight line has been drawn having the gradient predicted by the theoretical equation (23). The scatter of individual points is wide, but the general tendency is in fair agreement with the predictions of theory.
The theoretical light curve. A simplified form of the normalized light curve is given in equation (17). If we substitute for the isothermal atmosphere from equation (20), and for the relation between intensity and magnitude from equation (9) (25) In this analysis the magnitude of the meteor was measured at three points, the position of maximum light, and at the beginning and end of the trail when the magnitude of the meteor equalled the limiting magnitude of the plate, M HM . Thus the beginning and end of each of the meteors measured in the present program; the theoretical light curve as given by equation (25) is shown for comparison. Almost all of the meteor measurements are seen to lie within the theoretical light curve, illustrating the fact that the length of a meteor trail is considerably shorter than that predicted by the theory. Jacchia (1955) has suggested that this discrepancy can be accounted for by the phenomenon of fragmentation of the meteoroid. The results of any investigations, such as the study of meteors by radar, which have been based on the validity of the normalized curve must therefore be treated with the utmost reserve. . 1 0. 6
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•Previously reduced by Jacchia. 
Abstract
A random sample of 360 of the meteors doubly photographed by the Baker Super-Schmidt cameras has been taken. These meteors are fainter than those previously reduced, reaching a limiting photographic magnitude of + 4. Their heights, velocities, radiants, and magnitudes have been accurately computed and are tabulated. Current meteor theory is briefly outlined, and certain of its predictions compared with statistics of the observed sample of meteors. The observed length of trail is less than that predicted by the single-body theory.
